
“Under the seeming disorder of the old city, wherever the old city is working successfully, is 
a marvelous order for maintaining the safety of the streets and the freedom of the city. It is a 
complex order. Its essence is intricacy of sidewalk use, bringing with it a constant succes-
sion of eyes. This order is all composed of movement and change, and although it is life, 
not art, we may fancifully call it the art form of the city and liken it to the dance — not to a 
simple-minded precision dance with everyone kicking up at the same time, twirling in uni-
son and bowing off en masse, but to an intricate ballet in which the individual dancers and 
ensembles all have distinctive parts which miraculously reinforce each other and compose 
an orderly whole. The ballet of the good city sidewalk never repeats itself from place to 
place, and in any once place is always replete with new improvisations.” 
—Jane Jacobs, The Death and Life of Great American Cities

“Cities are not just containers for smart people; they are the enabling infrastructure where 
connections take place, networks are built, and innovative combinations  
are consummated.”
—Richard Florida, The Rise of the Creative Class Revisited

Course Overview
Our goal in Systems/Info Design (City) is to create a smart, thoughtful branded identity for 
a very complex organism/system— a city. Instead of beginning by choosing a city, making a 
mark or picking a color palette we are going to start by learning all about cities. Just like you 
would not show up for a client meeting with a Coca-Cola, Nike or Google without knowing 
all about the company and how it works and operates, what are its beliefs, goals, etc. We 
need to begin by learning how this living, breathing, ever-changing thing called a city works. 

What makes for a dynamic city? How can cities draw and make the best use of their creative 
capital? What makes a city function well? What are the 3 T’s of economic development? 
Marshall McLuhan wrote about how globalization would change culture. A loss of identity 
(homogenization) would cause all of us to seek our identities. How can a city retain and 
project an image that is both truthful to its heritage and relevant in an increasingly global 
marketplace? What is identity when it comes to the complex living, changing dynamic 
system such as the city? 

Here is what we are NOT doing: creating mindless applications (banners, buses, water 
bottles) and/or a traditional systems manual. With the technology we have it is simple for 
almost anyone, designer or not, to create an attractive mark and to reproduce it on a variety 
of applications/executions. But we know the way to differentiate yourself as a designer is 
through your thinking! These systems will be SMART. Instead of focusing on executions 
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and creating a standard systems manual, we will be focusing on intelligent branding. This is 
the future of design and what will make each of you so valuable. 

We are designing experiences in a city rather than didactic, rule-based guidelines.

Let’s get started! We will be starting the quarter with a heavy dose of reading. If you have not 
already, please purchase the following books. All are available on Amazon unless otherwise 
noted.

1. Urban Code (100 Lessons for Understanding the City)  
Anne Mikoleit and Moritz Purckhauer.

2. The Rise of The Creative Class—Revisited: 10th Anniversary Edition  
Richard Florida.

3. Where We Want to Live: Reclaiming Infrastructure for a New Generation of Cities
Ryan Gravel.

Class Rules:
This is an advanced class and much will be expected of you in terms of
work within and outside the classroom. This project will require
initiative, resourcefulness and good time management skills  Plan to
invest a great deal of time on this project outside of class. You must
attend class, as much will be covered each week. If for some reason
you cannot make it, you must contact me directly before class begins.
You can use email or phone. Please communicate with me directly and
not through a classmate.

You must bring your work to class each week for review. This is a big
project and I intend to keep you moving at a brisk pace. We will not
spend time talking when there is not work to see or a presentation to
hear. You must come to class prepared.

Class critique is an essential part of the the learning process. The
intent of critique is always constructive, meant to push your work
beyond your usual boundaries and do it quickly! Please see classroom
critique in that light. I want your work to be the best it can
possibly be. You must participate in critique by commenting on work
other than your own. We learn a great deal through listening and
paying attention when others show their work. It is also a great
opportunity to learn to speak to your peers (later your colleagues)
about work and visual storytelling.

Note: All work must be completed for critique in order to pass this class.



In Class: Introduction: What is a city? Urbanized.

For next class: read Urban Code: 100 Lessons for Understanding the City. As a class, you will put together 

a dynamic and engaging presentation on all the rules. This can be a play, a collection of personal es-

says from the group. You can break up the rules into groupings but all must be in the presentation.

In Class: Urban Code Presentation (class) and discussion. Intro. to Jane Jacobs.

For next class: Read Chapters 1–7 of Where We Want to Live/Gravel. Investigate: the well-branded city.

In Class: Discussion of Jane Jacobs. How to go about choosing a city to brand? What to look for and 

how to proceed.

For next class: Read Part 4 : Community (chapters 10-15) from Rise of the Creative Class. 

Choose a city to rebrand: initial presentations. Based on what you have learned so far, you will choose 

and research  cities for rebrand. What is the city’s brand? What is the problem? What needs to change? 

Who is your audience? What do they want and need? Present at least 2 options with mood boards. 

In class: Community/ Creative Class discussion. Initial presentation of cities.

For next week: Read Chapters 2 and 3 (The Creative Economy, The Creative Class) from Rise of the 

Creative Class.  Also read Chapters 8 –10 of Where We Want to Live/Gravel. 

Refine and continue to research your city. Be prepared to make a concise presentation for next class. 

Initial overview of your city brand (what will be included, what are the best applications?).

In Class: Creative Economy discussion. City/brand overview presentations. Next steps: discussion

For next class: Read Chapters 10–12 of Where We Want to Live. Begin work on logo, refine brand over-

view. Choose color palette and visual direction supergraphics, etc.

In Class: Forces of Decline and Regeneration discussion. Present brand overview, logo, color palettes 

and visual direction.

Next class: Read Chapters 13–15 of Where We Want to Live

Continue progress on your project/ small group meetings.

Small group meetings to review all work.

Small group meetings to review all work.

Note: Class calendar is subject to change by instructor at any time. Please follow instruc-
tions given in class.

Class 1:

Class 2:

Class 3:

Class 5:

Class 6:

Class 4:

Class 7:

Classes 8-10:

Class Calendar: Systems/Info Design (city)



Student Information: Systems/Info Design (City)

Name:

Telephone Number:

Email Address:

What is your educational background? Did you attend college? Where? Field of study?

What are your favorite and least favorite parts of the design process? What parts of design scare you? What parts of design excite and 
interest you? what confuses you?

Please list all classes you are taking this quarter

Do you work outside of school? Where? How many hours per week?

What are your goals for this class?

What branding classes have you had so far at PC?

What systems/info design classes have you taken?


